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Image Source Resources written by Claire Heginbotham Disclosure: This post may contain affiliate links. This means that if you buy something we get a small commission at no extra cost for you (learn more) If you love anime and manga, then of course you want to draw it. Naruto's storyline was stunning; One piece has incredible fight scenes and Studio Ghibli tugs at your
heartstrings harder than the Hollywood Notebook. Don't get confused with terminology though. Simply put, manga comics and anime is actual animated content (learn more about the differences here). For artists wanting to learn the style there is no major difference. Characters of the manga have very unique features, unlike any other cartoon. Eyes and head enlarged, facial
features simplified, and backgrounds are often very detailed. If you've watched enough anime or read enough manga, the style should be ingrained in your memory. In the past we've reviewed a series of tutorials on chibi drawing, but this complete video list will teach you how to draw manga art from start to finish, even if you have zero drawing experience. To get the maximum
maximum support out of each video I suggest watching it through once (I look at the 1.5x speed) and then go back to the top and drawing together. When it comes to drawing practice really make perfect. So bookmark this page because you'll need it later! It will take from a few days to several years to master the style of anime art so just keep practicing and never give up! Draw
Manga: Where to start welcome to drawing manga and welcome to drawing in general! This is the beginning of a YouTube series where an artist guides you through the basics of drawing anime. From the beginning, this is the fastest place to start a step-by-step guide that will cover the basics of learning to draw this unique Japanese art style. It sets a good foundation for the rest
of your training, so be sure to give it a quick hour. Check out the video you are wondering how to start sharing your stories with the world? This video will quickly clear up all your questions and get you excited to start your own manga! The artist takes you on his personal journey and shows you how to publish the manga yourself. Throughout the video she creates a one-page
manga from start to finish, clarifying some of your more complex issues like. I think this can pair very well with some of our recommended manga books, especially for beginners. Check out the video When you start drawing manga there are a few traps and lazy tricks that almost everyone is guilty of. If you start, then find out what they are and how to avoid them. These errors are
so common, then almost every great the anime was guilty of this to at least one of them when they were studying! Remember: you're still dialing and growing. It's not about the final product you create, but what you've learned in the process. Check out the video Get Pencils because this video is perfect for drawing along with and practicing your anatomy skills. The artist teaches
some neat tricks to keep the anatomy of manga characters looking proportional. Fast and easy to follow up, extracting each lesson will help strengthen the theory in your mind and train your hand to make the right touches. And if you're struggling with human anatomy, be sure to take a look at these online courses, touching all the bones, muscle groups and structures that artists
need to know. Check out the video nice and slowly with easy instructions, you can comfortably watch this tutorial while you draw your own version. In the absence of voiceovers it is easy to focus on getting the features of female anime characters the person right. But it can be harder to follow if you are used to learning. If you prefer to watch a voiceover video you can view a similar
version of the same artist here. Check out the video Of The Men's Head is similar in many ways to a female, but there are a few fundamental differences that set it apart (hint: it's not just the length of the hair). This 24-minute tutorial teaches you basic proportional differences step by step in real time. With a guiding voiceover you end up with a basic male anime head that can fit
your entire work. Check out the video of the hilarious tea loving narrator making this tutorial easy to follow and fun to watch. You will learn how to draw as a muscular man and a skinny teenager standing at different angles. Although the video is comprehensive and detailed it only takes 22 minutes to watch. If you want to cram in a little extra practice, the artist shows how to dress
characters and shade them accurately. Check out the video of Lee's anime characters even lip-? Of course they do! Lips are often simplified up to the line, but some styles or characters are blessed with a little more shape. This 40-minute video takes you through a detailed lesson on the anatomy of anime lips and how to draw them. From sulking to smiling, this artist covers it all.
Check out the video instead of voiceover with this video you will find loads of useful text on the screen. You will learn how the artist develops a unique manga character from start to finish and how they make different style decisions. Drawing the same character from different angles, you will find the secret behind maintaining the correspondence of the traits and personalities of
your character. Check out Video Preparation will be taught by a real manga artist with professional experience in drawing and selling manga. He shares all his tips and tricks on a wide range of topics from which ink can be used to wrinkled pages. Short and essentially, this video is uploaded with useful useful It will connect you with the right supplies to create your own original
manga pages. We've reviewed some recommended materials before, but I think this video does a better job of explaining how they work in an anime style. Check out the video Get a sketchbook because this artist wants you to draw with her! With a chatty and friendly voice she explains how she comes up with poses and repeats an age-old lesson of practice, practice, practice.
Each of these 4 tips is required to improve your female gestures. Check out the video Learning the proportion of the person is a difficult task. This tutorial will help you block your facial designs with a series of easily repeated steps. If you follow along you will end up with three perfectly constructed female faces looking at different angles on your page. We invite you to take it one
step further and draw three more on your own to reinforce your new found knowledge. Check out the video have you ever heard the saying of the eye window into the soul? Manga artists rely on the eyes of their characters to communicate unspoken feelings and stories. The eyes are expressive features that help viewers distinguish characters, convey emotions, and offer
personality. This video takes you through some of the many ways to draw manga eyes in a useful step-by-step fashion. Check out the video Here's a similar video to the one above, just covering a slightly different topic. Learn how to draw the eyes of three different characters in this quick video that takes you from start to finish by discussing different shapes and what they mean.
Check out the video from smile to scream, the simplified mouth manga is both simple and incredibly difficult. Take some tips in this video as when your mouth is open, always show at least one row of teeth to take your manga art to the next level. Check out The video this artist covers curly hair, straight hair, long hair, and hair tied in various fashions. Without storytelling you can
get your pencils and get some practice in. But you have to be a self-starter because it's not easy to follow without advice. By the end you will know how anime hair reacts to styling and the most common ways it is stylized. And keep coming back to that, even if you're struggling on the first run to the end. It becomes easier with practice. Check out the video By now you should be
familiar with using the guidelines and stick to general rules when building a face. This tutorial builds on your previous knowledge and gives you a little more freedom by encouraging less guidelines and more creativity. Follow along and you'll have one woman and one male head in 3/4 view in just 20 minutes. Check out the video clothes suffer from many forces, folds that make
them difficult to draw. Gravity, body weight and body position are among the lessons learned learn in this video covering the basics. Check out the video If you are struggling to understand how different styles of eyes correspond to different characters, this video will clarify all your questions. Over a while, the video artist tells what makes each eye unique by drawing the eyes of 20
characters from the popular anime. Yes, twenty! If you follow together be prepared to pause often. This 11-minute video is fast-paced and packed to the brim with useful knowledge. Check out The Anatomy video art hard. Without denying it. Fortunately, manga art has a set of tips and tricks to get you going. From the head to the lower torso, this tutorial gives you clever shortcuts
to help you accurately build a manga character. If you've never heard of lightning technique, then you'll really enjoy picking up that and add it to your repertoire. Check out the video Learn how to draw a classic manga girl body in this basic beginner tutorial. Without a voiceover, the artist gently takes you through her process, clearly emphasizing the critical building lines she makes.
If you follow along you will end up with a cute manga schoolgirl and much more knowledge about fast body building in a simple anime style. Check out the video you've ever heard of manga Studio software (now Clip Studio)? It's software like Photoshop, but dedicated to manga and anime drawing. Using manga studio in this guide you will learn what tools to use and how to ink
pencil drawing digitally. If you want to learn how to add color, then watch part 2 of the video. Check out the video This video is a must-watch if you want to make your own manga or anime comic book. It is an in-depth, information-packed webinar almost an hour long. Don't let the length scare you off though. After watching the video, you'll know exactly how to use Manga Studio to
create your own manga pages from scratch. The artist takes you through the full process of creating a comic book page from start to finish. By the end you'll know how to import pencil sketches, customize the document of the right size, make panels and ink your rough sketches. Check out the video drawing is challenging, but this is only the first step in learning. Another is to
understand how to translate ideas, fill color, and work with software if you're going digital. In this video, you'll learn how to create a full-color anime scene in Corel Painter. Over a while the artist tells you through his process, showing how he draws backgrounds and injects shading into his works of art. Although the final image is complex, this tutorial is packed well and extends into
two parts. At the end of the day, you have to have a basic idea of how Color when drawing anime-style art. Check out the manga-style video all simplified. Non-expression functions such as nose nose often stylized in a simple line or point. This tutorial goes through different ways to draw the nose from the simplest line to the more complex shape of the nose. Draw together for
practice and by the end of the tutorial you will understand how to draw a manga-style nose with both a front view and a 3/4 view. Check out the video When coloring an anime character it is important to get the skin right. Choose non-commentary colors or place the shadows in the wrong place, and your character will look waxy and out of place. This tutorial is about how to choose
skin tone and shows you several traditional techniques to use when shading. Check out the video Continues with learning how to shade your skin, this short and sweet tutorial is based on what you already know. The artist teaches you how to think about placing shadows and shows a simple but effective way to choose the best shadows and highlights for your base skin tone.
Check out photoshop video is the industry standard when it comes to digital art. You can use it for digital anime-style paintings, or in your own style, and it's versatile enough to give manga/anime artists everything they need. This tutorial will teach you a new method of expounding for Photoshop that leaves thick, hard lines on top of your work of art. Check out the video to pick up
a gesture photo set and break out of the drawing pad because it's time for some practice pose! The most popular anime in the world are combat shows, and it makes sense to learn how to draw dynamic action poses to match. Draw with the artist and you'll learn how to conceptualize combat poses while keeping your characters in proportion. Check out the video Drawing crazy
long hair with your own mind is always fun. With this video you can unleash your love for long smooth lines and learn how to recharge your hair drawing skills. The artist draws two characters from start to finish, explaining in detail how he builds his hair and what external factors he considers. Check out the video Getting your hair to fall naturally is not an easy feat. When drawing a
manga it is standard practice to simplify hair into large clots called explosions. In this tutorial, you'll learn how to form a curve bangs accurately and how to add extra details. The artist takes it one step further by discussing how pigtails affect the shape of the hair and the best way to build them. Lots of information here for anime hair lovers. Check out the video by adding dramatic
vistas to your drawings you can create a dynamic action present full of energy. Once you know how to build a basic human body (with foreshortening) that knowledge will take your manga art to the next level. Covering four different poses, you finish this tutorial with a solid how to use foreshortening to your advantage. Check out the video do you know that the hand is the same
Like the torso? What about other tips tidbits like the forearm is the same length as the upper arm and elbow always on the navel? This tutorial is packed full of memorable information teaching you how to draw arm-muscles and all-in many different poses while adhering to anime style. Check out the video Pass on the shoulder muscle is one of the biggest rookie mistakes you can
make. These frame the torso and make a big impact on the final design. This tutorial teaches you all about neck muscles and how they connect to your shoulders. Once completed, you will understand how to connect your head to your body in any pose or angle you want. Check out the video Not all anime in the same style. Some anime is super detailed while others simplify
things down for a comic effect. Many different decades even have a significant impact on the style of anime. From Ghost in the Shell realism to the hyper-simplified faces of Dragon Ball, this video shows you the options available and how to choose the right style according to your preferences. Check out the video If you're working your way through this list you'll have a solid
understanding of how to build a worthwhile human body. Or at least you're well on your way. But this tutorial takes this step forward teaching you how to build a sitting body in a certain style. All proportions remain the same - you just need to learn how to manipulate them. Check out the video Drawing anime doesn't have to be complicated. Pull out your album, take a pencil, and
follow along with this simple tutorial on how to draw a cute anime girl! This quick tutorial is an excellent warm-up for your hand teaching you to make wide, loose pencil movements. Check out the video you planned to create your own manga, but just feel discouraged? You will need to choose a style to work, organize the story, and master the artistic style. It will take some time,
but this video can help. A good way to strengthen your style is to draw your character in several other manga styles. Follow along with this tutorial and try to adapt your character to all six different styles. Check out the video you're still trying to get you anime faces right, even if you've been practicing for a while? Go back to basics with this clear step-by-step tutorial that teaches you
every job of building in a book. If you practice techniques in this video your anime faces are guaranteed to improve. Check out Video Body Proportions Change With Age. A toddler's head is usually almost as big as their body while fully grown about eight heads tall. This tutorial will quickly teach you how to draw age groups accurately and what proportions to change. Check out the
video of natural looking hands known to be hard to get right. Proportion Remembering and placing your fingers feels almost impossible to get. You can study other examples, but the best way to learn this is through practice. This comprehensive tutorial shows you how to draw relaxed hands using a clear set of building tips and guidelines. Follow along with each drawing and then
apply the lessons you learned to your own drawings after the tutorial. Check out the video hands are the most difficult human body parts to draw (relatively). Learn a reliable way to get them to look straight from the handy French fry visualization trick this artist teaches in his video. If you follow along you will learn how to draw your hand from above, below, and in a closed fist. Did
you know you can apply similar rules to drawing your feet too? You will also learn the basic trick that will help you use what you have learned about hands when you draw your feet. Great video to get anime appendages at the right time. Check out Video Anatomy Bread of any manga artist with butter. This comprehensive tutorial distilled the complex anatomy of your feet and
teaches you simple construction techniques to keep your drawings accurate. Practice makes perfect so follow along in your sketchbook and take down any important details that pop out. You can even do it digitally and follow along with the video in another window. Check out the video you learned how to create a clean, stylized manga art. You may not have mastered anything,
but you have some ideas. But did you know that manga can be sketchy too? Take watercolors or colored pencils and be prepared to draw outside the lines! This video teaches valuable lessons about style and how to go about creating that classic romance manga look. Check out the video to consolidate all the knowledge you've gained so far and learn how to draw the full manga
witch body in this handy video. Undoubtedly cute, you'll be able to practice your proportions, postures, arms, legs, and even get into a nitty-gritty patterned garment. As usual, following together on paper (or tablets) is highly recommended. Check out the video you can draw on your knowledge of proportions all day long. But when solving complex concepts such as foreshortening
you have to take a step back and focus on the basics. This tutorial is an ideal retraining on the proportions of the human body and how to draw using clear measurements. As you follow along you can even take it a step further by adding clothes and coloring with Copic markers. Check out the video drawing manga face correctly requires time and practice. But these are a few tips
that can help speed up the learning period. Learn about the importance of weight line, where to put your eyes, and exactly how thick to make a neck along with many other great tips. video just because the anime and manga simplified the color and bold lines not not not you can't change the style. Many anime styles use more realistic designs. This tutorial shows you how to start a
free sketch and go into adding color stripes, all the while mixing and maintaining color harmony. When trying to draw realistic versions of anime characters, it is best to use the picture as a reference. Maybe even grab the sleek anime art book of your favorite series and use this concept of art as a reference. Just pick a character and get a painting! Check out the video backgrounds
can be simple or crazy complex, but they all require some knowledge of perspective. In this step-by-step guide the manga artist shows you what to consider and introduces you to the art of backgrounds. By sharing his knowledge, he inked the background of the inner scene to explain the complex calculations of the perspective and add the last detailed touches. Check out the
video This video is a silent time lapse where the artist shows off his brushes, color techniques, and general blocking strategies to draw the background. Anime backgrounds are very technical, so this can be a huge advantage for anyone just getting into this style. Learn how to integrate clouds into twilight-type settings and discover a quick but effective way to draw a silhouette of
trees. Check out the video you've heard about speedpainting? This is where the artist draws quickly to create a finished piece in the least amount of time possible. Small planning, all creativity. In this speedpaint we get an inside look at the artist's process of creating two anime characters in a unique setting. This is a long video detailing the early concepts anyway up to the finishing
touches. If you can keep up with the video you will take away some valuable lessons about the workflow and how to quickly conceptualize, ink, and color your own anime art. Check out the video This video comes from the same artist as above, but here she uses a significantly different method to conceptualize the pose. Using the popular paint tool SAI, the artist creates a lineart,
drawn by hand, and adjusts everything on the fly. Learn how to apply this in your own work with techniques that you can put together along the way. The lineart coloring is very detailed and clearly enhances the overall feeling of the finished part. If you can keep up with speedpaints these two videos are worth laying. Check out the video drawing anime characters for beginners.
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